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UNARGUABLY GREEN
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FLOOR: Recycled Jarrah floorboards finished with Rubio Monocoat 2C – Pure.

TABLE: Recycled hardwood, recycled from Lamp Posts, finished with Rubio Monocoat  
PreColour Antique Brown and 2C – Pure
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WELCOME TO JAMES HENRY

New Zealand’s Leader In Recycled Wooden Flooring Solutions

For us, sustainability is more than just recycling timber. We’ve been fortunate enough to win the Sustainability 
category of the Wellington Region Business Excellence Awards twice – in 2014 and again in 2018. It is about the 
way we approach our business. This is more than turning the lights off in the bathroom and putting plastic in the 
recycling bin.

WE ENCOURAGE HEALTHY LIVING 

• We have run stop smoking incentives and have 
engaged a stop smoking coach. 

• We mentor our staff around financial planning 
and into home ownership. 

• We have a life coach and counsellor who works 
with those who need a mental health check up. 

• Our best staff started with us as workshop 
labourers, under took apprentice training, and 
are now in leadership positions. 

• We’ve had twelve people complete apprentice 
training with us since 2010. 

• Staff turnover is extremely low.

WE EMBRACE DIVERSITY 

• We have staff from nine different cultures or 
countries. 

• We have provided employment to refugees who 
have recently arrived in New Zealand, prisoners 
on a release to work program, prisoners on 
parole, intellectually disabled people and people 
with learning difficulties.

WE ARE ACTIVE IN OUR COMMUNITY

• We deliver untreated wood shavings to three 
community vegetable gardens. 

• We actively support the food and community 
charity Common Unity, based in Epuni with 
donation of time, volunteers and food.  

• Staff get paid time off to donate blood.
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OUR WORK IS AWARD WINNING

The quality of our work and the dedication of our team has been  
recognised through multiple awards over the years.

Australasian Timber Flooring Association  
Annual Awards

The Australasian Timber Flooring Association is the peak body for timber flooring 
professionals in NZ and Australia.

In 2016, 2017 and 2018 we achieved first place category wins, including a recycled parquet 
floor in a house in coastal Taranaki, and for our work at Te Papa, Wellington.

In 2017, we won the overall Supreme Award for our work at St Mary of the Angels in Boulcott  
Street, Wellington.

Note: These awards were not held in 2020 and 2021

Wellington Region Business Excellence Awards

We are proud to say that James Henry achieved first-place wins in the Trade Services and 
Suppliers category in 2019, 2018 and 2016. As well as this we were awarded as winners in  
the Sustainability category in 2018 and 2014.

This followed on from first place wins in the 2014 Wellington Business Excellence Awards  
from the Innovation and Best Emerging Business categories.

Note: These awards were not held in 2020 and 2021.
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Recycled Uplifted Matai floorboards laid as part of the renovation of a villa in Thorndon, Wellington
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RECYCLED  

WOODEN FLOORING

New flooring that has been produced from recycled timber

Heart Rimu

Heart Matai Mixed Grade Rimu

Jarrah / Karri

85mm x 12mm

110mm x 13mm

135mm x 19mm

Produced from a range of salvaged timber – weatherboards, beams, joists, studs and other recycled timber.

• New Tongue and Groove, so essentially a new floorboard.

• Tongue and Groove with secret-nail profile that fits together nicely, and off-set downwards to allow 
greater re-sanding.

• Boards pull up and lay together like new flooring with minimal gaps.

• Produced from dry stock. We moisture check the feedstock and kiln dry before machining.

• Can be produced as a square-dressed profile.

• Standard sizes as out lined below or as custom sizes and profiles.  

COST RANGE
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Recycled Uplifted Matai floorboards laid as part of the renovation of a villa in Thorndon, Wellington
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RECYCLED UPLIFTED 

WOODEN FLOORING

Recycled Matai, finished with
Rubio Monocoat 2C – Charcoal

Recycled Matai, finished with
Rubio Monocoat 2C – Pure

Recycled Matai, Banker ‘s  
Office Wellington

• Original floorboards, uplifted, docked, and ready for re-use.

• Floorboards will have expanded and contracted through 100 summers and winters and aren’t being laid 
back next to their original neighbours. There will be gaps between the floorboards – like an original floor.

• These floorboards will usually take more time to lay than floorboards that have been produced from 
recycled timber.

• The trade-off is as genuine recycled wooden floor.

• Supply will vary on deconstruction activity happening at the time.

• There is a variety of species available

COST RANGE
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Table produced from recycled Hardwood Lamp Posts, finished with Rubio Monocoat Vintage Brown and 2C – Pure

Wooden Floor and Wall lining produced from Recycled Hardwood Lamp Posts, charred and finished with an oil.
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RECYCLED  

HARDWOOD

Wooden floorboards produced from Railway Sleepers,  
Bridge Beams and Lamp Posts

• New floorboards produced from recycled Australian Hardwood, typically Ironbark 

(Eucalyptus Paniculata and Eucalyptus Sideroxylon).

• Sizes depend upon the recycled feedstock that is available at the time, but typically  
130 x 19mm, 180 x 19mm and 130 x 14mm

COST RANGE

Floorboards can be dressed, graded as lights & darks.

Pure

Rubio Monocoat PreColour 
Easy – Intense Black

Pure

Walnut

Black

Black

White 5% Walnut

Cotton White Charcoal

Charcoal Pure

Black Cotton White

White 5%

Charcoal Walnut

Or skip-dressed leaving a textured sawn finish.

Rubio Monocoat PreColour Easy – Vintage Brown

Rubio Monocoat Pre-Aging 
– Fumed Light

Rubio Monocoat Pre-Aging 
– �2
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Parquet floor produced from recycled Jarrah timber, finished with Rubio Monocoat 2C – Pure
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PARQUET  

FLOORING

Manufactured by us from recycled timber

• We manufacture and supply parquet flooring produced from recycled native and imported timber.

• Standard designs or custom made to your requirements.

• It can be laid in herringbone, squares, and rectangular patterns.

• Parquet is a great material for a bespoke floor as you can use pattern, texture and colour to great effect.

PARQUET OPTIONS

• Typically cut 350mm or 280mm long.

• Supplied as strips cut to length, or pre-cut pieces at a specified length.

COST RANGE

70mm x 10mm

Heart & Mixed Grade Rimu Mixed Grade RimuHeart Matai
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FLOOR: French Oak Stave Parquet finished with Rubio Monocoat 2C – Pure

WALL: NZ grown Oak finished with Rubio Monocoat 2C – White 5%
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FRENCH OAK 

STAVE PARQUET

Originally used in wine production, and now stunning  
wooden flooring

• The Oak staves are used to flavour wine. Once used, these staves are often discarded. We have realised the 
potential in repurposing this beautiful wood and are proud to be able to ensure its journey continues.

• Oak stave flooring can be laid in a range of parquet patterns. It is given a light sand followed by a coating of 
oil. We recommend Rubio Monocoat for its durability and range of colours. The use of recycled French Oak, 
makes this an unarguably sustainable timber-flooring choice.

COST RANGE

80mm

7mm
15mm

SOLID FRENCH OAK STAVE

SOLID TIMBER BASE

This wooden flooring can be finished in any Rubio Monocoat colour. Some examples below.

Smoke PureSuper White Slate Grey
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Parquet flooring produced from floorboards recovered from the Carterton Memorial Hall
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BESPOKE  

RECYCLED PARQUET

Anything but run of the mill...

• Parquet flooring is produced from recycled timber in small runs. It is definitely not production-run 
flooring.

• Supply will depend upon what feedstock is able to be sourced from de-construction projects.

• Talk to us –  these are special projects. 

COST RANGE

Recycled Colour Matai Recycled Jarrah finished with 
Rubio Monocoat 2C – Pure

Recycled Jarrah finished with 
Rubio Monocoat PreColour 
Intense Black and 2C – Black

Recycled Australian Hardwood
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Recycled French Oak floorboards. House in Belgium.
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RECYCLED  

FRENCH OAK

Genuine recycled Oak from France

• We have travelled through France in search of suppliers of recycled French Oak. This is genuine recycled 
French Oak.

COST RANGE

Original floor
Sizes 70 to 250mm wide x 19mm thick

Recycled Railway Wagon Boards
Sizes 120 to 160mm wide x 19mm thick

Walnut Cotton White Black

Walnut White 5% WalnutWhite 5%

White 5%
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Wall lining cut from recycled hardwood posts. Gaggenau Kitchen Showroom, Auckland.
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RECYCLED  

WALL LINING

Wall panelling made from recycled timber

• Available in a range of finishes and timbers. 

• Sizes depend on the recycled stock available, but typically 135x19mm and 180x19mm.

COST RANGE

Rubio Monocoat  
2C - Pure

Rubio Monocoat  
2C - Pure

Uncoated Uncoated

Recycled Rimu Recycled Jarrah
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Recycled timber awaiting processing to a beautiful wooden floor.
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ENGINEERED  

RECYCLED FLOORBOARDS

Engineered floorboards produced using recycled timber 

• Produced in smaller production runs in New Zealand. Supply varies depending on recycled feedstock 
available. There is a range of species available including NZ Kauri, Jarrah, Matai and Rimu. 

COST RANGE

Rubio Monocoat –  
White 5%

Rubio Monocoat 
2C – Pure

Recycled NZ KauriBoards are usually: 135mm x 20mm (to match original NZ  
floorboards) 180mm x20mm
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BARN DOORS

Barn doors are on-trend at present, and there’s nothing like the charm 
when it’s made from genuine recycled timber.

• We can manufacture barn doors in a range of sizes, using a range of different recycled timber  
– Totara, Rimu, Matai, Jarrah, and others…
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STAIRS

A solid wood staircase will complement any new floor and help to create 
continuity between levels.

• We have can manufacture stairs using recycled timber, both open-rise treads and traditional closed-rise stairs.

• Talk to us, ideally at the planning stage of your project, about a custom-made stair.
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BREAK THE MYTH

Recycled timber is old therefore it must be dry. This is a myth.

THE JAMES HENRY TEAM

We don’t tell our guys to be nice to our customers, we just employ  
nice people.

We don’t assume that old wooden flooring is dry, in fact it‘s probably not. If it has been allowed to get wet, or  
has been stored outside, or even in a warehouse, it‘s most likely not at the correct moisture level for your house 
or business premises. The downside of using wooden flooring at the wrong moisture level is that it will expand or 
contract as the moisture level adjusts. 

We dry our recycled feedstock timber in our dehumidifying kiln before manufacturing it to wooden flooring. 

Our recycled wooden flooring is “reliable recycled” as well as being “unarguably green”.



www.jameshenry.co.nz | 04 527 0657

Petone Showroom and Workshop: 5 Cornish St, Petone, Lower Hutt 
Petone Hours: 9.00am to 4.00pm, Monday to Friday

Wellington Showroom: Wellington Design Library, 282 Thorndon Quay, Wellington
Wellington Design Library Hours: 9.00am to 5.00pm, Monday to Friday

As we are often out and about visiting clients or onsite, please phone ahead to ensure we are here


